Icannot see my innocent people
suffer any longer…or watch my
country turned to burnt earth.

And plant seeds for the
new Japan that will rise
from the ashes.

…

The time has
come to bear the
unbearable.

Japan should accept the Allied
reply as it stands, without further
clarification or modification.

So the people
may know my
will…

Prepare at
once so
that Imay
broadcast
to the
nation.

ANAMI

TOYOTA

Umezu

The military leaders
offer their counterproposal. They beg to
continue the fighting

Tears streaming
down their faces.

Ido not know what
will become of us.
We can only pray for the
goodwill of our enemies.

Ihave listened carefully to the
arguments, and Isay
Both the world and my
country have bled enough.
Let there be an end.

It goes without saying that it
is unbearable for me to see
the brave and loyal fighting
men of Japan disarmed.
To be occupied…

August 14th, 1o:5o:
The final meeting begins.

They meet in a
bunker under the
Imperial Palace.

Suzukiand
Togo make their
case to the
assembly.

Isee many discrepancies in the
military’s plan. We cannot raise
new divisions, nor supply them.

Ido not believe
we can repel the
invaders.

How then, are we
supposed to fight?

Hearing this,
Suzukivows to
end the war.*

And prolongation of
bloodshed and cruelty
in the world.
Ido not wish this.

People live
full-time
in bomb
shelters.

They
really have
it rough.

Continuing
the war can
only mean
destruction
for the
nation

The military is still not ready
to concede. They issue a
proclamation stating
“The bombing of Nagasaki
is nothing to fear. We
have counter-measures.”

We must face facts,
no matter how
undesirable.

Suzukiand Togo side with
Yonai, while Umezu
Yoshijiro and
Toyoda Soemu
side with
Anami.

And so…

August 9th: the
Supreme Council
meets to debate
the issue.

We owe the people
of Japan more than
abject surrender.
(AnamiKorechika*).

We have lost. All we
can do is salvage what
remains of our country.
(YonaiMitsumasa)

It’s a stalemate. Suzukifinally appeals to the
Emperor to intercede, and decide between
the two paths.

Most likely.

This
suiton’s
good.*

Everyone’s dead.

YEp.

There are people
dead all over
Japan.

We haven’t
heard a word
for 2 years…

The port
was
empty?

Incredible.

Your brothers
are down
south…

Then they’re dead.

If they had delayed
the bombing

Yeah…
for even a
day…

I’m back! There
was no one at
the docks!

Looks bad in
Nagasaki.

Yukio came home
carrying a giant
kettle.

You’re
home!

Ifound this
and figured I’d
bring it with
me.

They dropped
another one
on Nagasaki!!

That’s an
incredible
stroke of
luck.

My parents had
evacuated to the
countryside.

They just missed
Yukio!

Shigeru’s brother was on
his way to Nagasakiwith
the mobilized students.*

But the U.S.
has run out
of patience.

The Supreme
Council tries
to use stalling
tactics

And just
want to
negotiate
terms.

Most understand
the need to
surrender

We should accept the
Potsdam Declaration
without further
delay.

And focused on a
few provisions.

And trials must
be held under
Japanese law.

We have no choice.
We accept their
terms. Now!

Suzukimeets
with the Supreme
Council.

The opposition
is fierce

We cannot
accept
occupation.

Our Army
stands strong!

Preposterous!

This is how we
preserve our
national identity.

Do you understand the
danger? If we refuse, it means
a full Allied invasion.

Unbelievable!!

They’ve
invaded
Manchuria!

Prime Minister Suzuki* contacts
Cabinet Planning Bureau chairmen
Ikeda Sumihisa, and is told
“The Kwantang Army is hopeless.”
They fall within 3 weeks.

Prime Minister!
Russia has declared
war on Japan!!

August
8th

Not just Manchuria. The
Russians also attack the
Kuril Islands.

Normally, the Prime Minister would resign in such
circumstances. But Suzukifeels responsible for seeing
the war through to its end.

